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Introduction
The set of chalk caves known as Margate Caves have been a popular tourist
attraction since the 1860s when they were first opened to the public as
‘Vortigern’s cavern’. In 2004, the Caves were closed due to Health and Safety
issues and access to the site is now prohibited, the long-term future of the
Caves being uncertain. This short paper is based on a report prepared for the
Heritage Developments Advisor of Thanet District Council by the writer in
December 2008.
Methodology
As the Caves are not currently accessible this report has been prepared
primarily from notes made during 1993 when the manager of the Caves at the
time, Nikki Martin, planned to remove the accumulated debris that had been
deposited down the well and clear out the shafts [or sumps] at the bottom of
the so called dungeons. A small party of Kent Underground Research Group
members volunteered to undertake these tasks and spent several weekends at
the site¹. The writer was invited to attend and used the opportunity to conduct
a modern underground survey using standard cave survey techniques [Fig 1].
A brief investigation of the Caves was made at the time as part of a wider
research project on chalk mining in Kent. The writer made several other visits
to the site in 2002 and 2003.
Additional material was gathered from the writer’s notes of interviews with the
late James Geary Gardner in the late 1960s and his son James Gardner in
December 2008.
Location
Margate Caves, at one time known as ‘Vortigern’s Cavern’, are situated on the
north side of Northdown Road, Cliftonville at NGR TR 3572 7114.
Geology
The Caves have been dug in the Upper Chalk, which is overlain at this point
with approximately 1.0m of Brickearth. As the chalk in this area approaches
the boundary with the Brickearth it becomes loose jointed with narrow
horizontal beds and numerous vertical joints. This jointing can be observed in
the modern entrance passage to the Caves and in the unlined chalk passage
at the Shell Grotto, which lies approx 360m to the south-east.
Description
The Caves consist of a number of hand dug galleries leading from a
rectangular shaft with other galleries cut at right angles to form pillars. The
principle headings are in the order of 8 to 9m high and 2.5 to 3.0m wide at
floor level. The northern gallery and the two western galleries have not been
developed to the full depth, the floors being some 3m above the rest of the
caves. The northern and one of the western galleries are accessed by sets of
steps. At the end of the northern chamber, a short passage leads to a well
shaft 13.7m deep, that continues 8.0m up to the surface where it is capped. A
little way up the shaft is an opening to the north that has, in the past,
promoted rumours of a smuggler’s tunnel.

Openings in the floors of the two western galleries lead to two ovoid shaped
chambers, each with a sloping floor leading to a central circular pit. These two
chambers are linked together by a small passage at a lower level and joined to
the main caves by a similar short passage. The guidebooks describe these
chambers as ‘dungeons’.
At the end of one of the eastern galleries is a 2m deep recess, which
contained, at one time, a carving thought to be that of the Virgin Mary.
[Plate–1]
Both of the western galleries have small blocked shafts in the roof that once
opened to the surface. The northern gallery has the bricked-up remains an old
entrance stairway and a similar bricked up passage can be seen in the
northern wall of the main western gallery.
Current access to the Caves is by a flight of stairs from the surface which joins
a sloping passage cut through the chalk that enters the Caves at the end of
the main southern gallery. The southernmost of the two western galleries has
an iron utilities pipe [believed to be a main sewer] crossing the roof. [Plate-2]
This particular gallery has
suffered minor roof falls over
many years to the extent that
the soffit has migrated up to
within a few centimetres of the
top of the chalk strata. The
roof contains two blocked
small brick shafts, one square
and the other circular. The
north-east gallery has also
experienced sporadic roof falls
and has been used for many
years as a dumping area by
various lessees to deposit
cleared chalk rubble from
minor falls. On the chalk walls
of several galleries are various
paintings of animals and
figures including a depiction of
‘The Thanet Hunt’ [Plate-3].

Plate 1 Main E - W Gallery Looking East
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Plate 3 Painting of the Thanet
Hunt

History
In the latter half of the 18th century, a gentleman named Francis Forster built
a large red-brick house on the site which he called Northumberland House,
allegedly after the county of his birth. In 1798 his gardener, whilst digging
behind the building, discovered the Caves by having the ground give way
beneath him. One account of the discovery stated that he died from the
injuries sustained falling into the caves.
After the subsidence of the old shaft capping and the injuries to the
unfortunate gardener, Forster started to adapt the underground space to his
own use. He was known to be a rather eccentric character and engaged a local
artist named Brazier to create some carvings and to paint the various figures
and scenes on the chalk walls that can still be seen today. He is known to have
used parts of the caves for storage, a wine cellar and a personal ‘grotto’.
As the only way in to the caves prior to 1798 was via the vertical shaft, Forster
must have had a set of stairs dug as a safer and less strenuous method of
access for the artist and
himself. His entrance was
almost certainly the same one
later attributed to Canon Pryor
in 1907. Once the new
stairway was in use, the main
shaft was re-capped with a
brick arch which was linked to
the surface by a small square
brick shaft or vent [Plate-4]. It
is probable that the shaft was
left open at the top for
ventilation purposes as early
Plate 4 Main Shaft
visitors to the Caves mention
a grill on the surface at this spot. At some time before the shaft was rediscovered in 1958 the grill had been replaced with a large paving slab.
A set of steps was cut from the northern gallery to the lower floor level [Plate5] and a similar set was cut to reach the western gallery.
Before the wall paintings were completed the small passage linking the
northern chamber and the well was dug. Brazier later painted two soldiers of
George III to ‘guard’ either side of the passage entrance.
A small circular chamber was excavated in the north side of the main western
gallery and an ovoid shaped pit sunk in the floor. A small passage was broken
through to the other western gallery and another ovoid pit sunk. Small
recesses were cut into the wall of this gallery and the writer suspects that at
around this time the small shafts entering the western galleries roofs were
dug.
Another small passage and circular chamber was dug from the main northern
gallery to the full depth north-east gallery. This passage enters the latter
gallery about 3m above floor level, although it is not possible to view the

original floor at this point as this
gallery has been used as a
dumping ground for chalk
rubble for many years.
The purpose of this passage
and chamber, known as the
‘smuggler’s den’, is unclear but
may have been commenced
with the aim of digging another
ovoid pit in the floor. A small
short heading had also been
driven from the north-east
gallery under the above
chamber.
After Forster’s death in 1835,
subsequent owners of
Northumberland House ignored
and neglected the caves until,
in 1863, they were rented by a
shopkeeper from nearby Cecil
Square, John Norwood, who
opened them to the public for
the first time under the name of
Vortigern’s Cavern. Lighting was
provided by sconces in the
Plate 5 Main N - S Gallery Looking
walls and for a time the site was
North
quite popular. After a few years,
however, the enterprise
foundered, the site closed and the entrance was filled-in with rubble etc much
of which spilled into the galleries.
Several years later, the western half of Northumberland House was converted
into the vicarage for Holy Trinity church, which had been newly constructed
nearby. Dr Pryor, the vicar, developed a great interest in the caves and in 1907
re-opened the old entrance stairway and started clearing out the debris from
the Caves. The passage that had entered the main western gallery from a stair
landing was bricked up in favour of a new passage and set of wooden stairs
entering the northern gallery. In 1908 he found the tops of the ovoid pits
during clearance in the western galleries. Most accounts state that it was he
who had the lower level passage dug to access the bottom of the pits and link
them together. It is highly probable that the spoil from this enterprise was not
taken up to the surface but was deposited in the north west gallery.
The cutting of the passage from the south-west gallery damaged a portion of
Brazier’s painting. In 1910 he cleared the entrance to the well passage. The
enterprising vicar then opened the Caves to the public whereupon they quickly
became a popular Margate attraction.

In 1914 a sloping passage was cut from the cellars of the Vicarage so that the
incumbents could quickly gain the safety of the Caves during the air raids of
World War I. The general public were allowed access through the ‘tourist’
stairway in the Vicarage garden.
After the First World War the Caves were re-opened for tourism until 1938
when they were closed again as the area was scheduled under a scheme
called ‘The Zion Place Re-development Plan’. At the outbreak of the Second
World War, the Caves were once again utilised as an air-raid shelter for the
vicarage.
In June 1943 both Northumberland House and Trinity Church were destroyed
by enemy action. During site clearance, the entrance stairs were bricked up
where they entered the northern gallery and then backfilled with rubble to the
surface. The site of the Vicarage and church were levelled and left more or less
derelict for several years.
In the spring of 1958, James Geary Gardner, the proprietor of Chislehurst
Caves and various other underground tourist caves, became interested in the
site and sought to locate an entrance into the Caves. A concrete paving slab
in the old vicarage gardens was lifted which exposed the top of the small brick
vent above the main shaft. The narrow opening was descended using a
number of wooden ladders lashed together. Having gained access, Gardner
enlisted the help of students from the Margate School of Art to clear the
blocked 1914 entrance passage of rubble and debris. A set of modern covered
steps was constructed from the surface to reach the chalk entrance passage
and two wooden huts for use as a ticket office and gift shop were erected. The
Caves once again opened to the paying public.
When Northdown Road was widened the site was compulsory purchased and
came into the ownership of the local authority.
In 2004, the Caves were closed due to Health and Safety issues.
Discussion
The basic structure of the Caves started as a small chalk mine, the excavated
material being used for agricultural use and / or to burn for lime. Some time
after chalk mining had ceased the underground caves were altered and
adapted to the form as seen today.
Initially a rectangular shaft, 1.7m by 1.0m, was sunk through the overlying
brickearth into the chalk and continued down until approx 2.0m of chalk had
been penetrated [Plate-3]. The use of a rectangular shaft is most unusual; a
circular shaft is by far the most common form, although a denehole with a
rectangular shaft has been recorded at Bramling2 and a similar shaft noted
north of Way3
Initially three headings were commenced heading north, east and west. A
fourth heading to the south was started lower down but before the other
headings had exceeded about 1.5m.

The mine was then excavated on a ‘pillar and stall’ [or ‘pillar and room’]
system where galleries are dug at right angles to each other to leave large
pillars of untouched chalk to support the ground above. The galleries are some
8.0m high and would have been worked in a series of benches or platforms. It
was these abandoned workbenches in some other chalk mines such as at
Chislehurst that prompted early writers to interpret them as ‘Druid’s Altars’.
Tool marks indicate that the Caves were dug with a short-headed wrought-iron
pick and that the miners were right handed.
The northern and two western galleries were not developed to the full depth of
the rest of the excavation. It is possible that the mine was initially dug to the
depth of the north and western galleries and then a second ‘lift’ was taken
later and the floor brought down another 3.0m. Why the north and western
galleries were left is unclear, although the most likely reason was that no
further chalk was required from the site and the mine was abandoned before
those galleries were finished.
The long gallery lengths indicate that some form of underground transport
must have been used to convey the chalk from the working faces to the base
of the shaft. In chalk mines of this size, a simple wheelbarrow was usually
employed. As barrows were not generally used in vertically accessed chalk
mines in Kent until after the 14th century, claims that the Caves were extant in
Saxon times etc, can be regarded as highly suspect.
In the roof at the base of the shaft are a number of shallow grooves cut by the
rope as the loads of chalk swung from side to side during haulage to the
surface. Had the mine been worked in the same way as a denehole the
grooves would be significantly deeper and more pronounced4.
The general mining principal used in the Caves would suggest a date of
excavation of between the late 17th to early 18th centuries. It is likely that the
mining team would have consisted of two men underground, one to cut out
the chalk and the other to barrow the excavated material to the shaft bottom.
When mining ceased the shaft would have been capped in some way to make
it safe. One method was to put stout timbers across the void a little way below
the surface and cover with topsoil. Another was to set a brick or flint arch a
metre or so down the shaft and backfill on top.
Specific Features
The Well
During the 1993 investigation, the infill of the 1.0m diameter well shaft [Plate6] was removed and found to consist mainly of rubble from the Second World
War. Below this, several coins of the 1880s were present in the fill, presumably
as ‘wishing well’ offerings by Victorian and Edwardian visitors. Fragments of
glass, ceramics, and some glass bottles all of 19th century origin were also
removed. Towards the bottom of the excavation, a number of large chalk
fragments were found from when the shaft was first broken into.

After removing over 6.0m of
debris and at a depth of
13.7m from the cave
chamber floor, water was
encountered which rose to a
standing depth of 45cm.
Further excavation was
considered unwise.
From the cave floor level the
well shaft continues up to
Plate 6 Well Shaft
the surface where it is
capped. At 3.0m above the
access point, an opening was observed in the shaft wall, which upon
investigation was found to lead into the bottom of a long disused cesspit. At
some time in the past the cesspit had been ‘modified' by breaking a hole in
the side to connect it with the, hopefully, disused well.
The Ovoid Pits
The so-called 'Dungeons'
have puzzled investigators
ever since the site was first
opened to the public. They
were originally entered by
rectangular openings [Plate7] in the roof that show
evidence of having trap doors
fitted, the remains of a frame
was still in-situ in 1993. When
the shafts / sumps in the floor
were cleared of rubbish, one
was found to be 1.5m deep,
and the other 0.6m [Plate8].Various theories have been
put forward as to the pits
original use, ranging from
actual dungeons or prisons to
malt kilns.

Plate 7 Top Entrance to
an Ovoid Pit

Dungeons or Prisons
Although they would be
impossible to escape from as
there was originally only the
vertical entrance to gain
access, there is no physical
evidence to support this
romantic idea. The presence
of a sloping floor and shallow
shaft at the bottom of each

structure would point to some other,
more practical, use.
Malt Kilns
Similarities between these pits and malt
kilns have been observed and
commented on by members of the
Nottingham Historical Arts Society who
have examined several underground
malt kilns in the sandstone caves under
Nottingham5. Margate was an important
malting town with 40 odd Malt houses in
the 18th century6 but the lack of fire-pits
or stokeholes would rule this theory out.
Enhancement for the Tourist trade
It has been suggested that the original
purpose of these strange pits was to
enhance the reputation of the Caves.
Forster had a local artisan embellish the
Caves with carvings and paintings etc. It
is not impossible that he also had the
'dungeons' dug at the same time for his
amusement.
Canon Pryor opened the Caves to the
public and to make them more exciting
could have had the dungeons
excavated. Views of supposed
underground prisons or torture
chambers would guarantee paying
visitors.

Plate 8 Sump in the base of
an Ovoid Pit

If this were the case, however, it would seem to be overkill to go to the effort
and expense of digging two when one would be sufficient for the purpose.
Ice-Wells
Perhaps the most plausible hypothesis is that the pits were dug as ice-wells.
This theory has perhaps received the most attention as the structures have
the same basic shape as ice-wells and also have a 'sump' at the base for melt
water. Their position at the bottom of a deep excavation would make the
loading of ice a strenuous chore, although the small shafts in the roofs could
have been used, together with a simple chute arrangement, to bring ice or
compacted snow into the western chambers where it could be shoveled into
the pits. A wooden platform resting over the sloping floors would support the
layers of ice and straw and the melt water would be drained into the sumps.
A further more detailed examination of the chambers would be necessary
before any final decision as to their origins can be made

The ‘Lido’ Tunnel
Exactly when the story of a tunnel from the Cliftonville Baths on the coast to
the Caves was first circulated is not known for certain. One version of a
popular legend is that boats laden with contraband were, at high tide, floated
along a specially constructed tunnel from the coast that entered the bottom of
the well. Smuggled goods were hauled up the well shaft and hidden in the
chalk caves. The 1993 clearance of the well found no evidence of any such
passage. As the water table was reached during this operation, the notion of
any tunnels existing further down can be dismissed.
Guidebooks and newspaper articles describing the Caves written before the
1960s do not mention any connection with the coast and the plans do not
depict the site of any such supposed entrance [Fig 2] [Plate 9].

The later guide books/leaflets suggest that the tunnel entered the Caves to the
left of the steps leading up to the northern gallery ‘...but is now bricked up’.
The writer suspects that the stories have been encouraged as a means to
attract more paying visitors.
James Gardner was a knowledgeable underground explorer and had
experience of locating and digging out backfilled passages in the large chalk
caves at Chislehurst and elsewhere. If he had thought that there was a
possibility that the tunnel existed he would certainly have attempted to locate
it and open it up, as it would have been an extra feature to show to visitors.
The legend of a tunnel, however, is almost as good as the real thing and the
story started to appear in the guidebooks of the 1970s and later.7

There have been other chalk caves and tunnels recorded in the same general
area of the Margate caves and it seems likely that human imagination has

Plate 9 Guide Books from the
1960s and 1990s with Family
Complimentary Ticket

assumed that totally separate cavities are linked together.
Conclusions
The underground site known as Margate Caves was originally dug as a small
chalk mine at some time around the late 17th to early 18th centuries. They
were later altered for use as a wine store, grotto and possibly for ice storage. It
later became a tourist attraction and served as an air raid shelter in both
World Wars.
The use of a rectangular shaft is most unusual and is the only chalk mine of
this period in the south-east that the writer has observed with such a shaft in
40 years of study. If future research proves that the ovoid pits were for the
storage of ice then the site is unique in the south-east. The writer is not aware
of any recorded ice-wells constructed in a chalk cave.
The 19th century wall paintings, whilst not of great artistic merit, are
exceptional in that they are quite extensive and appear to have been executed
for Forster’s personal pleasure. Other ‘cave paintings’ in tourist caves in Kent
were poorly finished in comparison and were done purely to enhance the
caves and attract more visitors.

Until its closure in 2004 Margate Caves was the only chalk mine available for
study by members of the public in east Kent. It is hoped that the safety issues
can be resolved so that further detailed study may be undertaken.

End Notes
¹ Kent Underground Research Group Research Report 11 (1994) p9-14
2 Archaeologia Cantiana LXXIV (1960) p190
3 Archaeologia Cantiana LXVII (1935) p216
4 In most deneholes the chalk was hauled to the surface directly from the
working face. The length of the galleries was limited by the friction of the rope
at the base of the shaft and deep grooves were cut into the chalk until the
resistance became too much.
5 Subterranea Britannica Bulletin 20 (Oct 1984) p16
6 J Lewis, History of the Isle of Tenet, Margate, 1723
7 There is, in Margate library, an undated, crude sketch of a passage running
from the ‘Clifton Baths to the Vortigern’s Caves’. It depicts the Vicarage cellar
entrance so must have been made after 1914. It does not show the stairway
entrance from the gardens, which would indicate that it was not drawn until
after the Second World War.

